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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces Herbal, a high-level behavior repre-
sentation language for creating AI agents and cognitive
models.  It describes the lessons from other high-level
modeling languages that informed the design of Herbal,
and that will inform other high-level behavior representa-
tion languages.  We describe a model built in Herbal to il-
lustrate its use and application.  The paper concludes that
languages like Herbal can help explain the design intent of
intelligent agents and cognitive models, and make them
easier to create, modify, and understand.  These results ap-
pear to be particularly true where the model reuses a lot of
its own structures.

1 INTRODUCTION

Despite apparent benefits, user models created in cognitive
architectures are rarely found outside of research labs.
These benefits are applicable to many commercial sectors,
including interface testing and analysis, simulations, and
the design of game opponents.  Because of steep learning
curves, cognitive models are considered too difficult and
too expensive for practical use in most commercial en-
deavors.  Expert system solutions are used in many of
these areas as a lighter-weight alternative.

Newell (1990) envisioned a culture of model re-use,
where models were passed between different research
groups and continually evolved over time to study new
phenomena.  This has proven impractical, because cogni-
tive models currently seem domain-limited and extremely
complex.  Without access to the original developer, it is
often easier to re-write a model to perform the same task
than it is to understand borrowed code.

The lack of re-use for cognitive models also contrib-
utes to an unfortunate cost-benefit outcome from an ob-
server’s stand-point.  It seems that costs of collaboration
(Brooks 1995) between developers in this area are so high

as to be currently effectively insurmountable for most
models.

To address these problems, various groups have pro-
posed and developed alternative model development tools
that are supposed to make the task easier.  Very few of
these attempts have been adopted by a large community, or
shown significant increase in the utility of cognitive archi-
tectures as useful tools.  Each of these alternative solutions,
however, provides valuable lessons on the road to a useful
higher-level language for cognition.

Herbal (originally HRBL: High-level Representation
of Behavior Language) is an attempt to make the creation
of cognitive models a lighter-weight, easier to initiate so-
lution.  By supporting the user and facilitating model re-
use, Herbal hopes to make cognitive modeling a more use-
able modeling technique.  Herbal is based on the study of
what users ask of a cognitive model (Councill, Haynes, and
Ritter, 2003) and is thus intended to be a practical ap-
proach to the problem.

Herbal tries to address problems with previous ap-
proaches while providing significant utility and a generalist
approach to the goal at hand.  Herbal, although it only sup-
ports Soar at present (see Section 2.1), is designed to
eventually support multiple architectures.

This report begins by discussing the theory behind
Herbal.  It continues by offering a partial review of the lit-
erature that influenced Herbal, and presents criteria for a
successful HRBL based on this review.  Herbal’s imple-
mentation is then discussed in brief, and finally, we evalu-
ate Herbal in terms of the criteria garnered in the literature
review.

2 THE THEORY OF HERBAL

Herbal tries to answer common user questions, including
the intent of specific methods, the design rationale, and the
known constraints.  Herbal is not intended to replace al-
ready extant cognitive architectures, instead it compiles
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into Soar models.  Soar has successfully modeled many
psychological and social phenomena and is the only archi-
tecture used so far in extremely large-scale simulation of
human agents (Ritter et al 2004).

Herbal must be rich enough to represent all of the
structures in Soar while hiding that complexity from the
user.  To do this, Herbal instantiates a set of objects that
the user fills in through an IDE (Integrated Development
Environment).

When these Herbal objects are mapped into Soar ob-
jects through the compiling process, Herbal packages re-
quired documentation fields into useful “plain English”
explanations with each Soar object based on the latest in-
formation provided by the Herbal model developer.

Herbal objects created are based on Soar ontology and
theory, and thus an overview of Soar’s approach to cogni-
tion is discussed in the section that follows.

2.1 Soar’s Problem Space Computational Model
(PSCM)

Soar is a proposed Unified Theory of Cognition (Newell,
1990) realized as a production system (Laird, Newell, &
Rosenbloom, 1987).  It uses the problem space computa-
tion model (Newell, et al 1991) to organize its declarative
(facts) and procedural (actions) knowledge.  Soar and the
PSCM assume that human cognition is goal-oriented.  Soar
defines all activity that relates to one goal as belonging to
the same problem-space.  A problem-space is composed of
one or more states and operators, and is resolved when the
current state matches a set of criterion established by the
developer.

The Soar agent evaluates the current state, proposes
possible actions, chooses an action, and then implements
that action, creating a new state.  Possible action proposals
as well as action-implementations are established by the
developer.

In choosing an action (an operator to apply), Soar must
choose one and only one action.  Each proposed operator
can be encoded with different preferences.  A preference is,
in effect, the amount of consideration that action should
receive.  Possible preferences include best, worst, indiffer-
ent, acceptable, and unacceptable.  Proposals are also
based on the state, and only apply when they are suitable to
apply.  However, if Soar cannot choose an operator, it de-
clares an impasse and will create a problem-space to re-
solve the impasse.  Previously inapplicable productions,
meant to resolve impasses, can now fire and resolve to a
single action.  There are other forms of impasses, but they
are resolved similarly.

When interacting with outside systems, Soar must use
an interpreter to implement actions and gather state
changes.  Otherwise, Soar makes changes to its own
working memory structure and re-evaluates the state based
on that structure.

Soar repeats this cycle until an acceptable end-state is
achieved.  Then, either a new goal is proposed (continuing
the cycle) or the system halts.

2.2 Mapping Herbal Objects to the PSCM

Herbal (Cohen & Ritter, 2004) implements an ontol-
ogy of thirteen classes, nine of which are instantiated as
objects.  These nine object classes, in descending order of
granularity are: Model, State, Elaboration, Operator, Im-
passe, Action, Condition, TopState, and WMObject
(Working Memory Object).  Each Herbal object carries
with it unique explanation responsibilities (Haynes, Coun-
cill, and Ritter, 2004; Haynes, Ritter, Councill, and Cohen
Submitted) and is used to compile into working Soar code.

The Model class carries the model’s meta-information,
including its author, its last revision date, its rationale, con-
straints, and purpose.  This high-level information is useful
to understand what the designer intended and what prob-
lems the designer is already aware of with the model.  This
object is used to create a documentation header at the be-
ginning of the compiled Soar file which carries this infor-
mation.

The Herbal developer uses the State class to explicitly
resolve foreseen impasses.  The State object, in essence,
defines the sub-goal of a particular Soar problem-space.
Multiple elaborations and operators can fire during the
resolution of these sub-states.  In Herbal, States must claim
particular elaborations and operators for them to be able to
fire within that state.

The Elaboration class is used to define ‘special’ in-
stances that cannot be resolved through the proposal and
application of operators.  A common example is using an
elaboration to halt the Soar system once the desired goal-
state has been reached.  They are composed of Herbal
Condition and Action objects.

Operators are also composed of Condition and Action
objects.  Both operators and elaborations can have multiple
conditions and are allowed to have multiple actions as
well.  Since many operators have very similar sets of con-
ditions, this reuse of condition objects becomes very use-
ful.

The Impasse class is used to handle foreseen impasse
events.  It requires that the impasse type be chosen, and a
state chosen to handle that impasse.

The Action class defines the application side of Soar
apply rules.  Documentation slots allow the developer to
define what the operator does in plain-English, which is
included with each operator and elaboration that includes
that action.

The Condition Object defines the conditional side of
Soar proposal and application rules.  As with Action,
documentation slots allows the developer to define the
condition simply, and that is packaged with each operator
and elaboration that includes the action.  Together, Action
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and Condition create most of the explanation utility of
Herbal.

It should be noted that Soar rules often come in pairs.
A proposal rule is used to suggest an action.  If that pro-
posal rule is accepted, an apply rule fires, assuming that all
the conditions initially true for the proposal phase still
hold.  Rules are withdrawn as soon as they are no longer
applicable.

The TopState class creates the initial state and defines
the original problem-space (and usually domain) of the
model.  In typical Herbal practice, most elaborations and
operators are tied to the TopState object, as are WMOb-
jects.

WMObject defines domain-specific memory structures
for a particular Soar model.  These structures typically de-
fine the state of the world for the purpose of the Condition
and Action objects.  If a model interacts with an outside
system, it can rely on input from that system and carry no
working memory structure, or it can build working mem-
ory and make decisions without relying on the outside
system.

3 OTHER WORK THAT INFLUENCED HERBAL

Although driven by the need for explanations to cut costs
of collaboration and make models easier to understand,
previous and concurrent work influenced the design, goals,
and development of Herbal.  Each of these approached the
problem of making high-fidelity user models easier to
build from a different perspective, and each offers lessons.

3.1 Taql

Gregg Yost (1993) developed Taql to harness the power of
method-based tools for use in the development of Soar
models.  His approach centered on unifying the devel-
oper’s understanding of the PSCM with the language used
to define it.  He contended that standard Soar merely im-
plemented the PSCM, which led to confusion when devel-
oper expectations and actual execution results did not
align.

Taql is, in essence, an alternative language for Soar.  It
is proven to create Soar models in less time than does un-
augmented Soar (Yost, 1993).  It is also more efficient than
other method-based expert systems of its time.  Yet, Taql
was never widely adopted by the Soar community.

Taql proved to have been even harder for most devel-
opers to parse than native Soar.  It has a larger and more
complex grammar than native Soar or even C (Ritter,
1992), which corresponds to a steep learning curve..

Similar to Taql, Herbal also re-conceptualizes the
PSCM for the ease of the developer.  Unlike Taql, it does
not propose a complex language to replace native Soar.
Instead, it integrates Soar code into smaller understandable
chunks for the developer through an IDE.

3.2 G2A

G2A (St. Amant, Freed, & Ritter, 2005) is current work
and uses an already existing language, GOMSL (Kieras,
1996), to create ACT-R productions.  GOMSL is a tool de-
signed to create paper models of the usability of interfaces.
It is similar to, but more complex than the Keystroke Level
Model (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1980) or GOMS (Kieras,
1988).  ACT-R (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) is a cognitive
architecture like Soar, although it has been used primarily
to define and understand psychological phenomena.

G2A is effective at creating high fidelity simulations
of user-interface tasks.  The G2A compiler automates the
creation of ACT-R models using GOMS specification with
similar accuracy to hand-built ACT-R models.  Although
not tested fully, the simple comparison of two program-
mers showed enormous gains in productivity (from weeks
of development to hours).  This is because GOMSL is not
as complex as ACT-R, and thus has a correspondingly
simpler grammar.

At this time, it is uncertain if G2A’s application ex-
tends beyond tasks heavily reliant on user-interfaces.  Also,
work with G2A has raised significant questions over the
roles of compilers.  Because GOMSL is so much simpler
than ACT-R, G2A’s compiler makes choices on how to
interpret GOMSL actions to create ACT-R productions.
Herbal avoids this issue by retaining a grammar that should
provide all of Soar’s functionality.

3.3 Other systems

Apex (Freed, Matessa, Remington, & Vera, 2003),
COGNET (Zachary, Jones, & Taylor, 2002), and
COGENT (Cooper & Fox, 1998) all compile into another,
more complex, system.  All of these approaches seem both
easy to use, and easy to learn <?>.  However, none has
demonstrated the range and breadth of human performance
that Soar and ACT-R have developed.

Because Herbal compiles into Soar, it retains the va-
lidity of the Soar approach.  These other systems imply
that the appearance and aesthetics of a development envi-
ronment matter, as does consideration of the usability and
learnability of the chosen model development environ-
ment.

3.4 Summary of lessons learned

From the lessons offered in these alternative approaches,
the investigators believe that an effective solution to sup-
port modeling will probably compile into a lower-level
language of a parent system.  The lower-level language
should be an already established and validated cognitive
architecture.  The solution should remain as powerful as
the parent, while aligning the mental models of developers
with the actual practice of creating models.  The solution
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should not demand even more of developers than the par-
ent.  Finally, the solution system should seem easy to use
and learn.

To be considered successful, as with previous attempts
performance increases should be demonstrated.  In addition
to these goals, the system should be easy to pick up and
use and should also appear this way.

4 HERBAL’S IMPLEMENATION

Herbal is implemented as an extension of Protégé.  Protégé
is a graphical ontology editor created and maintained by
Stanford Medical Informatics (“Protégé”, 2004).  Herbal is
thus “programmed” by defining the model in Protégé.  The
tool is available for free under the Mozilla Public License
(Mozilla, 2004), and can be downloaded from
protege.stanford.edu.

A screenshot of the Herbal user interface is displayed
in Figure 1.

Figure 1.  Herbal Screenshot on the Classes Tab

Classes are listed on the right side of the screen, as
shown in Figure 2, while specific information about classes
can be obtained through the use of several tab panels.

Figure 2.  Class region of the Herbal Interface

The class tab provides further information about the
class, including variable slots in the class, see Figure 3.
The Forms tab describes how Protégé lays out the form for
instance definition, allowing the developer to modify for-
mats on the fly.  The Instances tab lists all the instantia-
tions of that object in the Herbal model.

Figure 3.  Slot region of the Herbal Interface

Herbal adds two plug-in specific tabs to Protégé.  The
first, the Herbal Compiler Tab, allows the developer to in-
clude outside source-code explicitly in their project.  This
is particularly useful for models that interact with outside
environments, such as dTank, a competitive environment
for holistic model comparison (Morgan, Cohen, & Ritter,
Accepted). These models often require interface files and
with this addition, Herbal can explicitly include them in the
final Soar model.  This tab lets you compile the Herbal
model into Soar code.  The second tab, Model Attributes,
provides space for developer definition of the model meta-
information included in the Model object.  Many of these
fields are required before Herbal will compile the code, to
reinforce the request for useful information.
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More information is available about the architecture of
Herbal, the Herbal compiler, and the links with Protégé in
Cohen, Ritter, and Haynes (Accepted).

5  HERBAL’S EFFECTIVENESS

Herbal is designed to create effective explanations of Soar,
and thus should be judged on its ability to explain behavior
and intent as well as the criteria summarized in Section 3.4.
The investigators examine several aspects of Herbal’s ef-
fectiveness.

5.1 Can Herbal explain design intent?

To answer this question, the investigators examined Soar
operators with and without Herbal’s explanation annota-
tions, which encapsulate our best approximation of design
intent.

The following snippets are from a model of the Hun-
gry-Thirsty problem, used as an initial problem in the Soar
tutorial.  The first snippet has had Herbal documentation
removed.

sp {propose*Drink
    (state <s>
        ^herbal:Name |HungryThirstyWorld|
        ^herbal:WorkingMemory <Person>
        ^flag |drink|)
   -->
   (<s> ^operator <o> + >)
   (<o> ^name |Drink|
        ^Person <Person>)}

This second code snippet retains the Herbal docu-
mentation.

#--------------------------------------------
# Production that proposes operator: Drink
# Operator Definition:
#   Causes a person to drink
# Proposal Conditions:
#   If the drink flag is set
#--------------------------------------------
sp {propose*Drink
    (state <s>
        ^herbal:Name |HungryThirstyWorld|
        ^herbal:WorkingMemory <Person>
        ^flag |drink|)
   -->
   (<s> ^operator <o> + >)
   (<o> ^name |Drink|
        ^Person <Person>)}

This represents the best knowledge of design intent
available, and does not technically describe all the condi-
tions of this production, because they are assumed or taken
care of by the GUI.  The actual conditions assumed in this
proposal condition are three:

1. There is a state named HungryThirstyWorld
2. In this state, there is a Person object.
3. In this state, an attribute called flag is set to drink.

However, the documentation available, even if inaccu-
rate, presents the reader with the ability to understand the
designer’s intent when writing the production.  This should
also enhance a designer’s debugging ability, as he can
compare what he intended with what he achieved when
problems develop.

5.2 Can Herbal explain a running model?

Herbal, itself, cannot explain a running model.  However, a
tool designed to facilitate the debugging of Herbal models,
the Herbal Viewer (Cohen and Ritter, 2003), is capable of
providing information on the status of a running Soar
model.  The Herbal Viewer is a Java-program which re-
quires the developer to import a set of additional methods.
These methods send messages to the Herbal Viewer across
a socket connection.  A file containing all the methods is
part of the Herbal Viewer distribution, and importing the
file is extremely easy.  Please see Figure 4 for a screenshot
of Herbal Viewer monitoring a running model.

Figure 4.  Screenshot of Herbal Viewer of a running model

With this set of views available to the debugging de-
signer, a model can start to explain its behavior, at least to
the satisfaction of its designer, which is most useful for de-
bugging purposes.  Combined with the static information
encapsulated by Herbal, strong inferences can be made
about the actions of an agent based on the views provided
by Herbal Viewer.

5.3 Is Herbal as powerful as Soar?

Herbal is almost as powerful as Soar, in that it supports
nearly all of the mechanisms that Soar provides.  The only
exception is the weighting of indifference preferences.
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This feature is relatively simple, and will be added in the
near-future.

Herbal is not, however, as flexible as Soar.  Soar pro-
vides enough flexibility that different coding traditions
have developed over time.  Herbal writes Soar productions
in a common coding tradition.  Theoretically, Herbal could
be used to create models that mimic these alternative tradi-
tions, but it is does not currently facilitate that process.

5.4 Is Herbal easier to learn than Soar?

Because Herbal is a graphical solution, it does not require
the developer to learn a complex grammar as Taql does.
This contributes to its ease-of-use.  Several classes of un-
dergraduates previously unfamiliar with artificial intelli-
gence have created working Soar models using Herbal.
More information on Herbal’s use in the classroom is
available in Cohen, Ritter, and Haynes (Accepted).

Traditionally, Soar is taught to graduate students or
learned independently.  The ability of groups of under-
graduates to use Herbal speaks highly for its potential.
Undergraduates often came to prefer Herbal to Soar as fa-
miliarity increased with both systems, even though Herbal
requires you to use Soar syntax in areas.  This argues that
Herbal more closely matches the way that the PSCM is
taught to students than Soar’s implementation.  Therefore,
it seems that Herbal is easier to learn than Soar.

5.5 Is Herbal more efficient as a development
environment than Soar?

Herbal may prove more efficient as a development envi-
ronment than un-augmented Soar.  At this point, a com-
plete claim cannot be made.  It is expected, due to reuse of
condition and action statements and the building blocks
approach that Herbal offers a developer, that less time will
be spent creating and debugging a complex model.

To examine this hypothesis, one of the authors created
a model with 29 operators (a rule-pair).  The model was
created for use in dTank (Councill, Morgan, & Ritter,
2004).  dTank is a competitive simulation environment for
agents with broad capabilities, allowing for inter-agent
communication as well as standard tank behaviors.  The
model takes advantage of a pre-existing interface between
dTank and Soar that ships with the dTank distribution.

 The author recorded the time course of the model
creation, and computed the marginal cost of producing
each rule-pair.  The investigators expected that the first
rule would be the most expensive, with marginal costs of
rule-pairs decreasing as more rules were added.  Please see
Figure 5.
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Figure 5.  Marginal cost of production-pairs as a function
of the number of already existing production pairs.  The
solid line is the marginal cost.  The dashed line is the cu-
mulative average of the marginal costs to that point.

The marginal costs shown in Figure 5 appear to follow
the general trend of the investigator’s hypothesis; the cu-
mulative average tends to fall as more production-pairs are
created.  Spikes in time requirements occurred when a new
production-pair required more infrastructure, in (mostly)
action and condition statements, than what previously ex-
ists.  After the initial proposal-rule was created, the next
most expensive rule was the first rotate-Turret rule, which
required a broad set of conditions related to the exact posi-
tioning of the turret.

The average of all marginal costs for the model ex-
amined was three minutes.  This is less than the model de-
velopment times of graduate students using Taql (Yost
1992).  Unlike the effects seen in Taql, the speed-up effects
shown above cannot be primarily explained by learning,
because the user was familiar with Herbal. Instead, the
speed-up appears to relate, as expected, to the increasing
reuse of syntactic condition and action statements.

In the near future, the investigators hope to duplicate
these results in much larger models.  Particularly, the in-
vestigators are interested in tasks publicly available as ac-
credited expert systems testbeds, such as the Sisyphus Task
documented by Yost and Rothenfluh (1996).  However, the
current results seem to indicate that Herbal may be as effi-
cient as Taql, a very promising finding.

6 DISCUSSION OF THE HERBAL APPROACH

Herbal has benefited greatly from the examples of previous
attempts to simplify the task of making high-fidelity mod-
els of users.  As an explanation-oriented approach, Herbal
will facilitate and thrive in a culture of re-use.

Studies of interfaces often point out that although
graphical interfaces appear friendlier, they are often less
efficient for expert users than text-based interfaces.  This is
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because mouse-movements are relatively expensive opera-
tions compared to key-typing (Card, Moran and Newell
1980).  It is possible that Herbal’s performance gains will
not be readily apparent or even suffer when expert users
are compared.  However, frequent re-use of condition and
action statements should moderate those effects, which re-
quires expert text manipulation in Soar and then hand-
tailoring for each new production.

Although Herbal relies on Soar as the target cognitive
architectures, in the future it should be able to compile into
any symbolic approach to cognition.  This would allow one
Herbal model to create multiple architectural models, all of
which perform the same task.  This would provide a nearly
painless method for comparing task performance across
architectures, which will help the field move towards
eventual architectural unification.
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